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Abstract ; At the present time, string theory (and its generalizations) remain relatively 
abstnise subjects to the particle phenomenologist and experi iientalist. Yet, striking 
developments of the last two years offer hope that a fundamental non»pcrturbative formulation of 
this theory will be found, and that this formulation will permit us to make contact with 
supersymmetric standard-model physics. This aiticle i6 based on a talk which attempted to 
convey the essence of these recent developments in .string theory, in a non-technical manner, to 
an audience of particle theorists, phenomcnologists and expenmentali.sts.
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1. In tro d u c tio n  : h isto rica l perspective
riic theory o f relativ istic  quantized strings becam e a com pelling candidate for the 
unification  o f elem entary interactions, after a num ber o f rem arkable properties were 
uncovered, i'his process took over a decade, at the end of which (around 1983) one could 
make the following list of properties^ :
•  At low energies, string theory is described by a supersym m etric quantum  field 
theory containing gravitons, gauge particles and fermions in a unified framework.
•  At high energies, it differs from ordinary field theory, and is ultraviolet finite despite 
tlie presence of gravitons.
•  There is no coupling constant. Tn.stead, tliere is a massless scakir field, the "dilaton” , 
w hose (perturbativcly undeterm ined) VEV acts as the gauge and gravitational 
coupling.
^For all references to these results of the pre-duality eta. see Ref. [1]
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•  Supersymmetry seems to be required for consistency.
•  The total number o f spacetime dimensions is 10, although as in any theory 
containing gravity, each of these dimensions could be com pact o r noncom pact. 
A choice of vacuum configuration is required for a  physical interpretation as 
spacetime, and this could have any number Z> ^  10 o f noncom pact spacetim e 
dimensions.
Remarkably, this list of properties failed to cause large-scale enthusiasm  in the 
theoretical particle physics community. But unprecedented excitement arose in 1984 when 
one more impre.ssive and rather unexpected property was added to this lis t The superstiings 
with N = 1 supersymmetty in 10 dimensions, which are the ones possessing Yang-M ills 
gauge fields, are chiral and hence potentially anomalous at the quantum level. It was shown 
that they are in fact free of gauge and gravitational anomalies for just two choices o f the 
gauge group: 50(32) and £g x Eg.
This sparked off a wave o f interest in string theory, leading to the discovery o f  a 
whole new .set of properties:
•  The superstring with Eg x Eg gauge symmetry, the “heterotic string” , admits consist 
vacuum solutions of the form of a compact 6-manifold, times flat 4 0  M inkowski 
spacetime. A natural class of such models give AT = 1 supersymmetry in 4D. This is 
only a quarter as much SUSY a.s A = 1 in lOO, as the 6-manifold background— a
Calabi-Yau space-breaks 3 /4  of the original supersymmetries.
•  This class of models easily admits chiral fermion representations in 4d. A simple 
pattern of .symmetry-breaking is
EgxEg-^EgXE^
with fermions in the 22 of E^. Alternatively Ef, could be replaced by 50(10) with 
fermions in the 16.
The net number o f chiral fermion generations is related to the topology o f  the 
Calabi-Yau 6-manifold for example.
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where x is  the Euler characteristic of the manifold.
•  In this scenario, one entire Eg is naturally unbroken, but com m unicates only 
gravitationally with the standard gauge sector. Thus it could plausibly be interpreted 
as a "hidden sector" consisting of dark matter.
The above picture is grossly oversimplified in many ways. Com pactifications far 
more general than the type described above are equally possible, but fequire m ore
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complicated techniques for their Analysis. M ore important, the above results did not provide 
much o f a clue about what should be done to give the 4-dimensional theory a truly realistic 
spectrum o f particles : this w ould require supersymmetry to be broken, and both masses and 
mass splittings to be generated. The dilaton would need to be stabilized by the generation o f 
a  potential.
In addition, there was one problematic prediction in the heterotic string. This can be 
shown in various ways, though we will use a  simple, classical scaling argum ent due to 
W itten [21. The Planck scale in a£>-dimensional theory o f gravity is defined (upio constants 
o f order 1) by writing the action as
Sd[8] = (m ^)"~^ j d ‘>x^R (3)
where the power o f makes the action dimensionless, given that the action is built from 
dim ensionless fields, 2 derivatives an d D  integrations. In lO^dimensional string theory the 
low-energy effective action is also commonly written
5,0 U1 = (M, )»jd^^xe-^*4^R (4)
where M, is by definition the string scale, and 0 is the dilaton, related to the string coupling 
by = e^. iTom this it is evident that the lOd Planck mass in string theory satisfies ( M[q
Now if we dim ensionally reduce the above actions on a 6-dimensional m anifold o f 
volume V  (assumed to be isotropic), the volume factors out and the effective 4 d  action can 
be w ritten :
5 4 fg J  =  V { M [ ‘ ) ^ j d ^ x ^ R  = j d ^ x ^ ^ R (5)
FYom the above equations, the 4-dimensional Planck mass is related to the string parameters 
Vby
- V V ' (6)
A sim ilar calculation can now be carried out for the gauge interactions arising from string 
theory. Here, we require that the gauge fields have canonical dimension 1 in 10 dimensions, 
so that upon dim ensional rcducton to 4  dim ensions they will autom atically have the 
canonical dim ensions appropriate to 4d gauge theory. Thus the .string low-energy action in 
lOd has a  term^
Sio[A ] = (7)
^The dilaton-dependence in thi., term is specific to the heterotic siring.
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After compactiflcation, the action will now be intcqtreted as the GUT acUon for Uie
gauge theory, so it is written
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(8)
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from which we gel our second equation, relating the Ad CiUT coupling constant to the 
string partimeters:
4 a
~ 4 V
GUT
(9)
To get a prediction about the real world, we must eliminate the string scale A/, between Eqs.
(6) and (9), and set the volume V of the internal space to be given by the GUT mass scale : 
V -(Mcirry Then we find ;
« r - ( s , )
1/1 A/gut
a 2 / 3GUT
( 10)
For weakly couple string theory, the above relation implies 
^^Gtrr
2/1
GUT
( 11)
a
which is unacceptably small. This is the gauge coupling unification problem  in string 
theory.
While many ways have been proposed to overcome this problem (see for example 
Ref. [3] and references therein), it is clear that the problem goes away if  we are not 
committed to weakly coupled string theory. In other words, if we know something about tlie 
strongly coupled, nonperturbative regime in string theory, then eq. (10) above can simply 
be u.sed as a phenomenological input to determine what is tlie (large) value o f the string 
coupling relevant to the rc<il world.
Recent developments in string theory have made this seem le.ss o f an impo.ssibility, 
iuid we will return to this point.
2. Dualities in string  theory
Two kinds o f duality have played a crucial role in enlarging our linderstanding o f string 
theory. I will briefly review how they operate.
l l ie  first duality that we encounter is called “target-space duality” or “T-duality". 
This is an cssentitilly stringy phenomenon, but can be understood in a non-technical way 
from a  simple picture.
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C onsider a spacetim e containing one direction com pactified on a circle o f radius 
R. A point particle propagating on the circle has quantized m om enta p as we know
A
from  elem entary  quantum  m echanics. A string propagating on the same circle can
behave like a  point particle located at its centre o f mass (just by becoming a very small
string), .so string theory too has quantized momentum m odes on a circle, with energies
F --S- R
But the string can do som ething new : it can “wrap” itself on the circle an integer 
num ber o f times, creating a “winding mode” . These m odes haye an energy proportional to 
the radius, simply because the energy in an extended string is equal to its tension (a constant 
of string theory) tim es its length. Thus for such m odes E ->-m{Mf9R where m is some 
integer, and the string scale has been inserted for d im ension^ reasons. The two kinds of 
mtKles luc depicted in this figure :
String winds 
on a circle.
E -n /R  E -MR
Figure 1. Duality between momentum and winding modes.
Now, the replacem ent
M ,R
( 12)
interchanges the spectra o f the string m om entum  and winding modes. Since this ofieration 
can be carried out a t w eak coupling, one can ask if  it is a  symmetry o f perturbative string 
theory, indeed, it can be shown to be so (we will not do it here).
T hus, in string theory, short (sub-Planckian) distances are equivalent to long 
distances. As one consequence, a string theory com pactified on a  very small circle w ill be 
equivalent to one on a very large circle, hence the num ber o f (approxim ately) noncom pact 
spacetim e dim ensions in a given situation is not well-defined. The w inding m odes on a
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small circle behave like momentum modes on a  large one. O ur physical interpretation, 
based on particles, would probably be in terms o f the larger number o f dimensions.
Another duality, for which the arguments are by no means so rigorous, is “strong- 
weak duality” or “S-duality”. This is the statement that, in some cases, w eakly coupled 
string theory with string coupling is equivalent to strongly coupled string theory w ith 
coupling As with T-duality, different types o f modes gel interchanged by the S-duality 
operation. In some situations (typically in compactifications to four spacetime dim ensions) 
it exchanges electrically charged with magnetically charged excitations of the theory.
M ore generally, strong-weak duality exchanges “ fundam ental” w ith “solitonic” 
modes in string theory. The former are perturbative while the latter are visible in the 
specdum as non-trivial solutions of the classical equations o f motion. (M ore details about 
this were given in the lecture of A. Dabholkar at this Symposium.)
Ix t  us investigate S-duality a little more explicidy, in the m ost basic situation where 
it appears. This is the .so-called type IIB superstring in 10 dimensions, whose low-energy 
Lagrangian is type IIB (i.e. chiral, A  = 2) supergravity. The spectrum of m assless fields in 
this supergravity is dictated purely by classical considerations. The only irreducible 
supcrmuiiiplet is that of supergravity, with bosonic fields as fo llow s:
Stiv : metric
Bfiv 2-foim field
^fiv another 2-form field
0 scalar (dilaton)
0 another scalar (axion)
/^ivKp 4-form field
(13)
1 lore by “p-form field” we mean a  bosonic field transforming as a totally antisym m etric p- 
th rank tensor. This muitiplet contains fermions too, but we will not need to list them.
It is convenient to define the complex scalar field 0 + The low -energy 
I .agrangian, in the approximation o f slowly-varying fields (no more than two derivatives), 
is dictated by supersymmetry and turns out to be invariant under
ar+ b
CT + d '
a c 
b d (14)
where a, b, c, d  are real numbers satisfying ad -  be — 1. TTiese transform ations form the 
group SL (2, R).
Although this is a symmetry o f the low-energy effective Lagrangian, it certainly 
cannot be an exact symmetry o f string theory. The reason is that string theory has states 
carrying charge under the 2-form fields B, B. Indeed, such states are strings : in general, an
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object exiraided in p-1 spatial directions carries charge under p-fonns. The familiar case is 
p  s  1 for which w e get particles charged under gauge fields. The type IIB string itself 
carries unit charge under , while there is a certain solitQnic string carrying unit charge 
under R) w ould not only mix up these charges but in general m ake them
fractional (even irrational) which is forbidden by charge quanti^ticm .
The largest subgroup o f SIX2, R) which can conceivabljf be an exact symmetry o f the 
IIB suing is SH2, 2), consisting of matrices with a, bj c, d  integral and a d ^ c  = 1.
l l i is  preserves integrality o f charges, but, from eq. (14), rotate^ the B and B flelds into each 
other, hence also the fundamental into the solitonic suing —  a |  promised.
A large and very tightly ctMistrained set of results leads us to believe that S L (2 ,2) is 
indeed an exact symmetry o f the type IIB string. In paiticular^ the choice o f transformation
q |  corresponds to the transformation 
1
T  -------
T
(15)
which, if  0  = 0, corresponds to
e * -* e -*  (16)
or in other words, g, g j ’ . Thus the S-duality group SL{2, Z) contains strong-weak 
duality as a Z2 subgroup. The non-Abelian nature o f the full group, however, m akes it still 
more interesting.
Although not su ictly  related to the theme o f this talk, this suingy duality has some 
amazing implications for ordinary (supersymmetric) quantum field theory without gravity. 
In recent years, it has been argued with considerable difficulty and ingenuity [4,5] that 
N = 4 supersymmetric Yang-M ills (SYM) theory in 3 + 1 dimensions has exact electric- 
magnetic SL(2, Z) duality symmetry. It has also been argued [6] that N  = 2 SYM field 
theory can be solved monperturbatively, and that this solution makes use of 5L(2, ^  duality 
uansfonnations in an essential way.
Both these facts, superficially unrelated to each other and to 10-dimensional string 
theory, are actually consequences o f the S I ( 2 ,2) duality o f the type IIB suing that we have 
discussed above. Type IIB suing theory contains various extended objects including “3- 
branes” and “7-branes” (sim ilar to the membranes or domain walls studied in cosmological 
theories, but one and five dimensions higher respectively). It turns out that the dynamics of 
an isolated 3-brane is governed by an A  = 4  SYM field theory, which inherits SL(2, Z) 
duality from  the suing theory in which it is embedded. Similarly, the dynamics o f a  3-brane 
parallel to, and  near, a  7-ta'ane, is governed by an M = 2  SYM  field theory, whose 
nonperturbative solution, including the duality transformations, is inherited fiom  the type 
IIB suing [7,8].
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One lesson from this is that nontrivial properties o f flat-spacetim e field theories 
become more transparent when these theories are viewed as sectors o f siring theory. Even if  
string theory is not the right unified theory of nature, it could well be an essential new  way 
to understand quantum field theories!
3. Beyond string theory : “M-theory”
We have seen that the type TIB string has a strong-weak-coupling S-duality. This m eans that 
its dynamics at strong coupling is understood, and can be extracted by m apping onto  a  
wciikly coupled dual tlicory. However, an analogous result cannot hold for the type IIA  
string, whose low-energy limit is non-chiral N = 2 supergravity. The low energy effective 
action in 10 spacetime dim ensions does not adm it any sym m etry w hich includes 
interchange of strong and weak coupling. So a  new insight is needed.
In the old days, extended supergravity theories w ere often  construc ted  by 
compaetifying higher dimension;d theories on a circle (the “K aluza-K lein” procedure). 
For certain values of D. spinors o f the Lorentz algebra split into two when w e go dow n 
from 1) to / ) - l  dimensions. In these cases, compactification o f a supersym m euic theory 
doubles the number of spinor supercharges. Moreover, if D is odd, then the parent theory 
is obviously non-chiral. and reduction leaves us with a non-chiral theory in even 
dimensions.
In 11 spacetime dimensions, there is a unique clas.sical supergravity theory, which 
has N = 1 supersymmetry. Upon Kaluza-Klein reduction on a circle, it gives precisely the 
type IIA supergravity in = 10. The 11-dimensional theory possesses no scalar particle 
analogous to the dilaton of string theory, hence it has no dimensionless coupling constant. 
But after circle compactification, one component of the metric becom es such a  scalar. By 
comparing classical actions in lOD and H D , it is easy to obtain the follow ing relations 
between 11 -dimensional quantities (the Planck mass and the com pactification radius 
l?ii) and 10-dimen.sional quantities (the string scale and the string cou p lin g ):
11 J L .
(Ss)'
/fn A/,
u 7 )
Now if  we choo.se units for which = 1 then we find
/f. (18)
Classically, this seems to say that type IIA supergravity in D  = 10 becom es 11-dimensional 
at strong coupling. But there is considerable evidence for a m uch stronger conjecture : that 
the sti'ong-coupling lim it o f quantized  type IIA  string  theory, is som e “new ” 11- 
dimcnsional quantum theory, having 11-dimensional supergravity as its low -energy limit. 
This new theory is called “M-theory“ [9,10].
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Tims, M-theory is more than just supergravity in D = 11. For example, it contains 
m ^ b ra n e s  in its spectrum. Their presence explains the relation to string theory : the type 
IIA string is believed to be just the membrane of M-theory, wrapped round the circle of 
radius /Jn . This looks like a  string for small values of ffu, which by eq. (18) above, is ju.st 
the limit o f weakly coupled string theory where we indeed expect to see the fundamental 
string. The situation looks as follow s:
string membrane
Some people believe-that M -theory is a theory o f  fundamental membranes, 
rather than strings, but this has yet to be convincingly demonstrated. It has, however, 
very convincingly been argued that M-theory is a sensible quantum theory containing 
various extended objects. The very existence of this theory implies many important 
properties o f string theory. For example, the type llA  string is known to contain others 
extended objects besides strings, the “p-branes”, and these can be argued to arise from 
M-theory [11].
Even more impressive, one can relate M-theory to the type IIB string, though the 
latter is a  chiral theory. The relation is that M-theory compactified to 9 dimensions on a 2- 
torus, in the limit that the torus shrinks, is the 10-dimensional type IIB string! To argue this 
equivalence [11,12], we make a T-duality on the way, which interchanges the type IIA and 
type IIB strings. The apparent paradox inherent in equating a 9-dimensional with a 10- 
dimensional theory is resolved by the observation, made earlier, that T-duality in string 
theory permits precisely this.
As a  consequence, we can predict the nonperturbative SL(2, Z) S-duality of the type 
IIB string. It is just the geometrical 5L(2, Z) symmetry group of the 2-torus on which M- 
theory is compactified! Strong-weak coupling interchange is just exchange o f the two 
cycles o f the umis. Thus M-theoiy plays a powerful role in geometrizing the dualities of 
string theory.
4. M'themy and the heterotic string
So far we have spoken o f M-theory as an 11-dimensional theory underlying the type IIA 
mid nB  strings. But these are not the string theories having the most promising connection 
with particle physics. As we discussed in the beginning, it is the x E% heterotic string 
which has the most plausible relationship to grand unification. 1 will now argue that the £g 
X £ ,  heterotic string can also be derived fromM-theory [13].
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Although M-theory is less well-understood than string theory, it has .some “stringy” 
properties. Among these is the fact that it can be com pactified not only on sm ooth 
manifolds (which elementary particle theories require) but also on singular ones called 
orbifblds. An orbifold is an almost-evcrywhere smooth manifold with some specific types 
of singularities. It can be desaibed  as the quotient M /r  where W is a sm ooth m anifold 
(typically a torus) and T  is a discrete group of symmetries o f M. The quotient space has 
.singulcuitics wherever the quotienting group has fixed points on the manifold.
The spectrum of strings on an orbifold M / r  is related to that on M. First o f  all, 
clearly we must keep string configurations on M which arc invariant under r .  But 
additionally, we should include string configurations which would not have been well- 
defined on M, but are well-defined after quotienting with F. The latter are called “twisted 
sector states” .
The simplest orbifold possible comes from the choice A/ = 5 ',  a  circle, and r= Zq. 
Let the circle coordinate x take the range 0 <.r < and let the Zn action send x to  ~x. 
The quotient .space is the interval 0 < a < nR with two end-points. Compactifying M -theory 
to 10 dimensions on this simple orbifold leads to a  remarkable surprise.
It can be shown that the 2^ action projects out half the gravitinos that M -theory 
would have had if com pactified ju st on a circle to lOD. Thus it has only  N = \ 
supersymmetry rather than N = 2. Indeed, the 2^ projection leaves us with the = 1 
supergravity multiplet as the “untwisted” sector. If there is an analogue o f a tw isted sector, 
then this is resuicted by supersymmetry, which admits only a super-Y ang-M ills (SYM) 
multiplet besides the supergravity multiplet. So witliout any computation, we conclude that 
the twisted sector, if it gives anything, contributes Yang-M ills fields and hence gauge 
.symmeU'y to the orbifold theory.
With our limited understanding of M-theory it would be hard to predict the actual 
gauge group, but for one happy circumstance. The N = 1 supergravity m ultiplet in lOD is 
chiral and has a gravitational anomaly. Therefore, to get a consistent theoiy w e m ust find a 
way of cancelling the anomaly using the twisted sector states.
Now, it has long been known that gravitational, gauge and m ixed ancnnalics can be 
cancelled in = 1 supergravity in lOD only if the gauge group is one o f S 0 0 2 )  or x  
But in our case the anomalies are located at the two ends o f the interval 0  5  a S nR (in 
between, the theory is etfectively 11-dimensional and cannot have gravitational anomalies). 
So local cancellation of anomalies requires that the gauge group appear in two factors, one 
associated to each end o f the interval. That uniquely fixes the gauge group, from among the 
two choices above, to be £g xEg.
This leads to the conjecture that M -theory compactified on S’/Z 2 is actually  the 
heterotic string with gauge group Eg x  Eg. This im m ediately brings M -theory  in to  
prom inence in attempts to extract particle physics as a  low-energy lim it o f  string theory. 
When the string is strongly coupled, an 11th dimension, in the form o f an interval with tw o 
end-points, opens up.
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M ore general orbifolds o f M -theory also exist [14-18], and should play an important 
role in providing more general classes of M -theory compactificatiun to 4 dimensions.
5. An M-theory application to unification physics
W ith this result, the su*ong coupling behaviour o f  the heterotic string is no longer a 
m ystery. At strong coupling, we replace the perturbative string description (which is no 
longer appropriate) by the description as M -theory on lOD spacetime times an interval 
S '/Z i. The length o f  the interval is proportional to a power o f ^  string coupling, exactly 
as in eq. (18).
The coupling unification problem  that was described in  Section 1 now adm its an 
obvious solution. W e are no longer committed to the weakly coupled heterotic string, so the 
undesirable bound Eq. (11) need not hold. Instead, one can u sf eqs. (9), (10) and (17) to 
calculate the radius o f the 11th dimension. One finds [2 ]:
^(p i)  _ Ru M /
“ gut
M r ”  GUT (19)
from which the radius o f the eleventh dimension is
Ru  ~
) “ ou r
^ O IT
(20)
A m ore carefu l ca lcu la tion  leads to an estim ate  o f around 80 fo r the num erica l 
coefficient on the RHS o f  eq. (19), hence the RHS o f eq. (20) actually has a  prefactor 
as small as 1.5 x  10-^.
A  detailed analysis o f this and other fascinating results in the literauire is beyond the 
.scope o f the present article. It should be noted that the present scenario is far from com plete 
or convincing, for a  variety o f reasons (see, for instance, the very detailed discussion in 
ref. [19]). The purpose o f  exhibiting these sim ple calculations here is to illustrate how  
problem s that w ere virtually im possible to address in po tu rbative  string theory, have been 
opened up for discussion with the advent o f string dualities and M -theory.
6. C onclusions
String theory  rem ains the  prim e candidate  for a  unified  theory  o f  all fundam ental 
in terac tions. R ecen t developm en ts have  given us unexpected  con tro l over som e 
nonperturbative and strong-coupling effects in string theory. M oreover, it appears that 
w hatever we form erly knew about string theory, plus much more, can be subsum ed into a 
more general fram ew oik called “M -theory” .
A  m odest literature has grow n up over the proposal that 4 -d im ension^ unification 
physics can be obtained from  cm npactifications o f  M -them y, either o f  the type SV Zj xA f^  
di.scu.s.sed above, o r directly via m ore general orbifolds [17,18]. The interested reader m ay 
73A(l)-16
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consult the review by Dienes [20] and the papers in Ref. [21] (this is only a  partial list o f  
recent papers).
Due to a sh^^rtage of spacetime, an im portant and com plem entary developm ent 
called “F-theory” [22] has been left out o f the present discussion. F-theory offers another 
approach to study nonperturbative string physics after com pactification to 4  dim ensions. 
After years of having no control over strong-coupling behaviour in com pactitied  string 
theories, we now have at least two different approaches! It rem ains to be seen how  long it 
takes to assemble all this into genuine progress towards the goal o f unification.
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